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Passion. Leading. Change. 
Thought leadership and best practice in change management since 1982

What we bring to the table is our international experience, our creativeness in
 providing the customers with practical ideas, as well as our toolbox of proven methods.  

We focus on dynamic companies who are looking for pragmatic solutions.  
We think entrepreneurial - not theoretical.

Pragmatic change management that delivers sustainable results
From “Change Worrier” to “Change Warrior”

“Its not the strongest species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the most responsive to change” 

Charles Darwin



•

It changes its color as soon as there is a change in the environment.
In order to do so, it needs sensors for recognizing even minor changes. 
But it also requires the ability to adapt its color immediately - while 
basically always staying itself. 

Just like your organization: a passion for continuous change and success! 
Since 1982 Change International has been supporting change processes 
in many areas and industries, delivering our activities across all five 
continents. To Change is to SAVE®. 

We can learn from nature by observing the chameleon …

The chameleon is the natural “master of change”.

Sensitization  Visible AccountabilityActivation Evaluation
What are the changes  
in your environment?

How will they impact your  
organization?

How will this affect the  
stakeholders?

How can you turn all stake-
holders into committed 
and engaged promoters of 
change?

How can you mobilize the 
critical mass needed for 
change to happen?

How can you stage-manage 
passionate leadership?

How can you define motivating 
and measurable objectives?

Mobilisation 
for new  

strategies, 
ideas and 

values

This is where the chameleon is in its element.

How can you make pro-
gress visible?

How can you evaluate 
effects, measure results 
and create sustainability?

Implementation of  
new processes &  

(IT-) systems
• 

Continuous  
  Improvement

The chameleon passionately drives for results. It knows exactly what 
keeps managers in charge of change projects up at night and never lets 
up until the defined strategies are finally working in practice. 

In this context it speeds up changes with a pragmatic view for the essen-
tial while maintaining all flexibility, staying focused on the objectives. 
Helping you to achieve your goals.

Mergers &  
Acquisitions  

•  
Integrations

Turn-around  
management  

•  
Reorganisation &           

 restructuring

Internationalisation  
•  

Start-up

New  
Structures  

•  
New Teams


